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Abstract - Based on an analysis of basic realization possibilities the structure of the power circuit of a new single-stage three-phase boost-type P W M
rectifier system (VIENNA Rectifier 11) is developed. This system has continuous sinusoidal time beha, ior of the input currents and high-frequency
isolat.ion of the output voltage which is controlled in a highly dynamic manner. As compared to a conventional two-stage realisation, this system has
suhstantially lower complexity and allows to realize several isolated output
circuits with minimum effort.
The basic function of the new P W M rectifier system is described based on the conducting states ot:curring within a pulse period. Furthermore, a
straightforward space vector oiiented method for the system control is proposed which guarantees a symmetric magnetization of the transformer. Also, it
makes possible a sinusoidal control of the mains phase currents in phase with
t,he associated phase voltages. By digital simulation the theoretical considerations are verified and the stresses on the power semiconductors of the new
converter system are dete1min.d. Finally, problems of a practical realization
of t,he system are discussed, as well as the direct start-up and the short circuit
protection of the converter. Also, the advantages and disadvantages of the
new converter system are compiled in form of an overview.

possibility of a separate development of the input and output, stages.
However, the following disadvantages have to be mentioned:
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Index Terms - Three-phase High Power Factor Rectifier, High-Frequency
Isolation, Single-Stage AC-to-I)C Power Conversion, VIENNA Rectifier.

1

Introduction

Three-phase power supply modules for telecommunications systems are designed in a two-stage concept n most cases [l]. This means that the partial
tasks
power factor correction (ideal sinusoidal control of the mains phase
currents in phase with tbe associated phase voltages, i.e. resistive fundamental behavior and low T H D and/or guaranteeing electromagnetic
compatibility concerning low-frequency mains current harmonics [2],
[3]) and
rectification
are rmlized by a three-phase FWM rectifier input stage and the tasks
high-frequency isolation of the output voltage and
matching of the input arid output voltage levels (rated voltage of the
European low-voltage miins: 400V,,, line-to-line, rated DC output
voltage: 48V o r 60V) via winding ratio of the transformer and

Fig.1: Basic structures of three-phasr single-stage high-frequency isolai,f+
PWM rectifier systems. (a) and (b): quasi-single-stage buck-derived bridgc
and single-stage buck-derived matrix PWM rectifier system accorclng 1.0 [ I I ] .
( c ) and (d): quasi-single-stage boost-derived bridge and single-st,age boost.derived matrix PWM rectifier system according to [I21 (naming of t.hc systems according to [IO]). As opposed to conventional t,wo-st,age realizations
the filter elements in the DC link (of the two-stage solution) are omitted for
single-stage converter topologies; for the systems according to (a) and ( b )
(buck-derived) the current switched and being injected into the mams by t,he
switching elements on the primary is impressed by the output inductance;
for the systems according to (c) and (d) (boost-derived) the voltage being required for controlling the mains current is impressed by t,he output capacit,or
(no output inductor h a s to be provided). For small output, voltages and/or
high output currents (e.g., for telecommunicatlons power supply modules of
higher power) the secondary circuit is realized in most cases as center-tapped
circuit and not as full bridge circuit (reduction of the conduction losses)

tight, highly dynamic control of the output voltage and/or of the power
flow on the output side [avoidance of low-frequency harmonics in the
output quantities and/or of psophometric noise)
arr handled by a DC/DC con,ierter output stage connected in series. The
atlvant,ages of this concept are:
separate optimizability of the converter stages concerning operational
mode and dimensioning (e.g., applicability of already proven control
methods, power supply ts3 the output stage with constant voltage, independent of mains voltage variations, etc.),
simple buffering of short mains failures due to providing a capacitor of
appropriate capacity in the voltage DC link (at high voltage level) and
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higher blocking voltage stress on the valves,

relative high complexity of the entire power and control circuit (high
number of power semiconductors and filter elements, separate controls
for each converter stage), meaning a relative high realization effort and

the problem of start-up of the converter systems (lack of the volthge
required for the control and/or limitation of the inpnt current in case
of output capacitor not charged) and

t.wo-fold power conversion and, therefore, possibly reduction of the efficiency of the overall system.
Due

t.0

the problem of overload protection (current Iimit.ation for short. circuit.
of the output. voltage) or of overcurrent, limitkition for inains nvcrvoIt,ages.

the requirements being characteristic for telecommunications power

si1ppl ies

high efficiency of the energy conversion (low energy costs for continuous
operation and low effort for airconditioning of the power supply apparatus and/or switching centers),
e

However, boost-derived converter systems show a series of advantages as
compared to buck-derived systems, such as
continuous shape of the input cnrrent (t,herefore. n o input. filt.er capacit,ors have to be provided),

high power density (W/cm3) and/or low specific weight (W/kg) and/or
low space requirement and/or simple portability,

direct control of the mains current, i e. of the input quantity being of
special interest with regard to effects on the mains (the input current
of buck-derived P W M rectifier systems is defined indirectly, i.e., via
the difference between mains voltage and the controlled input filter
capacitor voltage),

high reliability and
low production costs,
it, therefore, seems to be obvious to consider possibilities of a realization of
single-stage three-phase AC-to-DC converters with high-frequency isolation
of the output voltage.

Remark: Basically the isolation of the output circuit also could be achieved
by a mains-side transformer. As shown in [4], this would make realizable a
single-stage AC-to-DC converter with a sinusoidal input current shape in an
elegant. way. However, because especially for telecommunications systems a
high power density is desired, in the case a t hand only circuit concepts with
high-frequency isolation are considered. Also, with regard to high power
density the further considerations are limited to direct three-phase systems.
This is the case because three-phase converters built up of 3 two-stage [5]
or single-stage [6] converters arranged in star or delta connection show a
relatively low utilization of the power semiconductors and of the transformers
due t.o t.he power flow of each phase pulsating with twice the mains frequency
(cf. srct.ion 11-A in [7] and [SI).
Topologies of single-stage, high-frequency isolated three-phase PWM rectifier
systcms can be formed (as proposed in [9]) by replacing of the input part of
basic DC-to-DC converter structures by a three-phase six-switch boost or a
six-switch buck PWM rectifier system (self-commutated three-phase bridge
circuits with voltage and/or current output, cf. Fig.1 in [lo]). There, with
consideration of the blocking voltage stress on the valves, especially the combinat,ions with DC-to-DC converter bridge circuits (as proposed and analyzed in principle in [ l l ] and [12]) are of interest (quasi-single-stage bridge
PWM rectifier systems, cf. Figs.l(a) and (c)). As further alternate circuit
variants with the same basic function we want to mention the three-phase
buck-derived isolated matrix PWM rectifier system [ll] as shown in Fig.l(b)
and the three-phase boost-derived isolated matrix PWM rectifier system [12]
as shown in Fig.l(d). There, the primary winding of the high-frequency
transformer is fed via a three-phase t o single-phase AC-to-AC matrix converter with voltage or current output. This converter is built up with turn-off
bidirectional and bipolar (four-quadrant) power switching elements. (An interesting alternate realization of a three-phase to single-phase AC-to-DC converter with exclusive application of 12 bidirectional unipolar turn-off power
semiconductors - IGBTs with antiparallel free-wheeling diodes - has been
proposed in (131. This, however cannot be treated here in more detail for the
sakr of brevity.)
For the realization of a singlestage three-phase AC-to-DC converter with
high-frequency isolation one basically could use (besides the already mentioned circuit concepts) also the Cuk-based oder SEPIC-based single-switch
converters as proposed in [14], [15] and [16] or single-switch three-phase flyback convertes as proposed in [17]. These converters show a very simple
structure of the power and control circuits which is paid for, however, by a
high voltage and current stress on the devices [18] and by a relatively high filtering effort for suppressing electromagnetic interferences [19] (discontinuous
input current shape). The systems are economically applicable, therefore,
only for output. power levels < 5 kW and/or they are of minor importance
for the realization of high-power telecommunications power supply modules
(output power typically 6 . . . 12kW - 60V/100.. .200A). Therefore, they are
not described in greater detail in this paper.
Details of the operation, the control and the dimensioning of the buck-derived
single-stage matrix PWM rectifier system are discussed in [20], [21] and [22].
The buck-derived isolated quasi-single-stage bridge PWM recitifier system according to Fig.l(a) is treated in [lo] in detail. On the other hand, three-phase
isolated (quasi-) single-stage boost-derived bridge PWM rectifier systems have
not been analyzed in detail so far. This is explained in [lo] by the

no danger of a direct short circuit of a mains line-to-line volt,age,
impressed transformer primary current; therefore, contrary to brickderived converter structures, no danger of high overcurrent, spikes due
to magnetic core saturation or high reverse recovery time of t,he diodes
on the output side and
direct voltage output (no output inductor required and/or simple realizablity of several isolated output. circuits); the output voltage directly
defines the blocking voltage across the diodes on the secondary (t.he
blocking voltage is independent of the input voltage).
These advantages ultimately form the basis for the wide appplicability of this
circuit type in connection with szngk-phase single-stage [23], [24], [25] and
two-stage power factor correction [26].
Based on this cont~radiction,a closer and objective analysis and assessiiimt of
the practical applicability of three-phase boost-derived singlr-st,age isolat,ed
PWM rectifier systems seems of special interest,.
In this paper based on a step-by-step simplification of the circuit proposed in
[12] (cf. Fig.l(c)) a new topology of a three-phase singledage high-frequency
isolated P W M rectifier system (VIENNA Rect,ifier 11, cf Figs.2(d) a n d 3)
with minimum complexity of the power circuit is derived (rf. section 2 ) . I n
s e c t i o n 3,the basic function of the PWM rectifier system is described hased
on the conduction states occurring wit.hin a pulse period. Fiirt,hermore. a
straightforward space vector oriented method for t,he syst.em control is proposed which guarantees a symmetric magnetization of the transformer. Also,
it makes possible a sinusoidal control of the mains phase currents in phase
with the associated phase voltages (cf. s e c t i o n 4). There, the amplitude of
the phase currents is given by the output voltage control system. By digital
simulation (cf. s e c t i o n 5 ) the theoretical considerations are verified and in
s e c t i o n 6 the stresses on the power semiconductors of the new convert,er
system are calculated in analytical form. Finally, in s e c t i o n 7 problems of
a practical realization of the system, i.e., possibilities of a low-loss limitat.ion
of switching overvoltages occurring due to non-ideal coupling of t,he primary and secondary windings of the transformer are discussed, as well as the
direct start-up and the short circuit protection of the converter. Also, the
advantages and disadvantages of the new converter system are compilrd in
form of an overview (cf. s e c t i o n 8 ) .

2

Derivation of the Circuit Topology

A three-phase boost.-t,ype AC-t,o-DC converter syskin wit.h siniisoidal ciirrent
input and high-freuency isolation of t,he outpiit. volt.agr is realized. as alrrady

mrntioned in sect,ion 1 in the convent,ional w a y M t.wo-sthgr volt.agr n(' link
converter, i.e., by coupling on the DC side of a PWM rrctifirr systrm and of
a DC-to-DC converter system (cf. Fig.Z(a)).

As proposed in [12], the structure of t,his relatively complex system can be
simplified by omitting the DC link capacitor C. Then, the DC;-to-DC converter stage i s operated with impressed current. and not. with impressed volt.age.
Therefore, a t the output of the DC-to-DC converter no inductor L o is rrquired to handle the difference between transformed DC: link voltage and output.
voltage (cf. Fig.'L(b)). (It is important to note that the DC: link capacit.or serves only for smoothing power oscillations with switching frequency for threephase systems and sinusoidal shape of the input quantities. I.e., the result,ing

qiias-single-stage convertei system has (ideally) a time-constant power flow
for averaging over processes with switching frequency despite lacking DC link
io

capacitor.) However, this circuit modification does not reduce the numher
of turn-off power semiconductors. Therefore, the system realizat,ion i
connected with a relatively high effort and possibilities of a furt,her reduction
of the circuit complexity have to be searched for.

A starting point for this is given by the fact that the PWM rectifier stage
basically would allow a reversal of the power flow (energy feedback from the
DC link into the mains); the system operation is limited to rectifier operation, however, due to the unidirectionality of the DC-to-DC converter output
stage. Therefore, the input stage can be replaced by a unidirectional PWM
rectifier system as proposed in 1271 (cf. Fig.2 in 1271); this allows to halve t,he
number of turn-off power semiconductors of the rectifier stage (cf. Fig.2(c))
Furthermore, this leads to a higher utilization of the power semiconduct,ors
because each power transistor of a phase participaks in conducting rurrrnt.
during the positive and negative a n d not, only during onr current. halfr wave.
Due to bhe struct.ure of the circuit. received bherehy 11, IS ohvioiis t.o thansfrr
partially the func1,ion of the D(:-t.o-D(; converter orit,piit st.agr to t l r c i n p u t ,
st,age in a further step. I.e., the switch-over of a t,erminal of t,hr primary
winding of the transformer between positive and nega1,ive DC: l i n k bus will
be performed by the input stage. The now resulting now1 1,opology of a
s w g l e - s t a g e (because sections of the mains phase currents are fed dirrctly v i a
the primary winding and the energy is transferred directly bo the secondary)
boost-derived three-phase AC-to-D(.: converter with high-frequency isolat.ion
is shown in Fig.'?(d).
One has to note, however, that the redurt.ion of the complexity of t,he power
circuit as compared to the circuit according to Fig.2(b) and the transition to
direct and/or single-stage energy transfer results in higher complexity of the
system control because now the switches S R ,SS, ST and S+ and S- have to
guarantee (in immediate interaction) a sinusoidal mains current shape and a
pure alternating magnetization with switching frequency for the transformer
magnetic core.

(d)
Fig.2: Derivation of the hasic structure of a new single-stage boost-typr
high-frequency isolated PWM rectifier system (cf. ( d ) ) based on a conveiitional two-stage converter system with voltage DC link (cf. (a)); (b): by
omitting the DC link capacitor C and of the output inductor Lo a quasisingle-stage converter systeri is formed according to [12]; ( e ) : replacement
of thr bidirectional input sta.ge of the system according to (b) by a unidirectional PWM rectifier system according to Fig.2 in [27]; (d): the function of
one bridge leg of the circuit shown in (c) is taken over by the input stage;
this results in a new single-stage converter structure which allows (with the
except,ion of a ripple with switching frequency) a sinusoidal mains current
control in phase with the mains voltage; accordingly, an (ideally) constant
output power results.

4

For the derivation of a control law for the rircuit shown in Fig.'L(d) i n t.he
following the space vectors zu,, of the rectifier input, voltage, res111t.ingfor
the different switching states j , and the variation of the transformer magnptization are analyzed. There, a modified realization of the proposed circuit is
taken as reference (cf. Fig.3) which is being obtained by the integration of
the four-quadrant switches into the bridge legs of the input diode bridge [28].
The advantage of this realization variant is (as compared to the circuit of
Fig.Z(d)) that it allows a limitation of the blocking voltages of all valves by a
simple overvoltage limitation circuit situat,ed between posit.ive and negat.ive
DC: link bus (cf. section 7). Furthermore, one can then obtain a free-wheeling
of the transformer magnetizing current (and of the mains phase rurrent,s) hy
switching on the switches S+ and S-; one is not, const,rained by the switching
state of t,he switching rlements S i , i = R , S . T (rf swtion 4 2 ) , simplifiying
the system control.

3

Basic Principle of Operation

Because a mains phasr current i N , , , i = R, S,T, flows through the associated
free-wheeling diode DJ-+,, for turned-off power t,ransistor .s', and through
DF-,,
for i ~ , <
, 0 , the voltage generation at the input, side of the sysbem is
determined not only by t,he swit.ching st.at.es of t,he power t.ransist,or:: hut, also
by the signs and (as shown in the following) also by the ratios of thr phase
current magnitudes. The same is true for the polarity if the voltag? across

Fig.3: The considerations of this paper are based on the shown
realization variant of the proposed three-phase single-stagr highfrequency isolated boost-type PWM rectifier syst,cm. The circuit.
is obtained by the integration of the four-quadrant switches of
the circuit according to Fig.2(d) into the bridge legs of the input
diode bridge (the basic system function is not influenced hy this
modification). The topology of the input, stage IS then identic.al
with a three-level PWM rectifier system which h a s been proposed
in [29] (cf. Fig.9 in [29]) and which has been introduced in the
literature as VIENNA Rectifier. Accordingly, the circutt proposed
here will be called VIENNA Rectifier [I. However, it. has two-I~vel
(and not, three-level) characteristir ronrrrning voltage genPrat.ion
P
at t,he input contrary to the system desrrihed in [29] T ~ feeding
three-phase mains is shown iii form of volt.ag~sources I I , ~ . , ,7 =
R , S, T
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diodes etc.). Then, the analysis of oscillations following switching processes
between Lo and parasitic capacitances and the inclusion of an overvoltage
limitation circuit (cf. section 7) can be excluded from the c,onsiderations.
Furthermore, the output voltage uo is assumed to be impressed and constant
U 0

= uo.

3.2

System Switching States and Voltage Generation

For the denomination of the switching state of the power transistors S R , Ss,ST
and S+,S- switching functions S R , ss,ST and s+, s- are used in the f o b
wing. There, si = 1 corresponds to the on-state and s, = 0 t.0 the off-st,at,e.
A characterization of the switching state of the overall system can t,hen he
made in a clear form by using the combinations J = ( s R ~ ~ s T ) : ' ~ : ! " ' , ' 'It,.
represents, besides the switching state of t,he transistors, also a charact,eri~ primary NI
aation concerning the direction of the current flow i ~ in, t.he
of the transformer and/or the sign of t,he voltage UT,^ acmoss NI (given by
sign{uT,i} = oder -; for 117.1 = 0, sign{uT,l} = 0 is defined).

+

As becomes immediately clear, the control of the power transist,ors ,St rind
dependent. on the sign oft,ht- phase currenk i N , , E.g.,
for turning off of a switch S, conducking positivv current, i N , , > 0 one has t.o
turn on S+ in any case and S- for turning off a swit,ch S,conduct,ing negabive
1) in order to guarant,ee a cont.inuous flow of
current Z N , ~ < 0 (s+ bzw. sthe phase currents i ~ , (which
i
are impressrd by the mains side inductances
L ) via D F + , ~and .S+or D F - and S-

S-has to be performed

Fig.4: Idealizations of the transformer and the output circuit of the system
assiimed for the basic considerations of this paper. (a): real system, (b):
idealized system; the isolation of primary and secondary circuit does not influence the basic system behavior and therefore is omitted in (b); the stray
inductance L , is neglected, for the magnetizing inductance L , we assume
L,
00 (with exception of sections 4.1 and 4.2) and/or the magnetizing
current i, is neglected (i, --t 0). The output voltage uo is assumed impressed and constant uo = Uo. Furthermore, the output diodes are assumed
ideal (i.e., especially the forward drop is neglected).

-

-

Based on this consideration the switching state combinations compiled
Tab.1 and/or the system conduction stat,es shown i n Fig.5 resiiIt,

in

looolp,
roolrp,

ioroip,

the power transformer being defined by the sign of the primary current + , I
(which is formed from sections of the phase currents). However, due to the
symmetries of the circuit and of the feeding three-phase voltage system UN,;
for analyzing of a sign combination of the phase currents (e.g., i N , R > 0,
i N , s < 0,i N , T < 0 being valid within a $-wide interval of the mains period)
the relationships within the entire mains period are covered.

Assumptions

3.1

In the following the stationary relations for ~ N , R> 0, Z N , S < 0 and ~ N , T< 0
and/or for an angle interval V N = (-$,,+E) are considered. There, the
considerations are based on purely sinusoidal mains current shapes
~ N , R=

~NCOS(IDN)

~N,T=

I N C O S ( ~i
N-)

2T

(1)

3

where

('4

'PN = W N t

= h

f denotes
~
the mains angular frequency) inforder to limit the
derivat.ions to the essentials. This means that the mains current ripple is
neglected and only the fundamental is considered. Furthermore, resistive
mains fundamental behavior is assumed, i.e., currents i ~ , i i , = R , S , T , and
mains phase voltages UN,; (having also a purely sinusoidal shape) are in phase.
Then, we have for the space vector of the mains current and voltage
(WN

Remark: The space vector related t o a triple of phase quantities is calculated according to the defining equation (shown for the example of the mains
voltage)
ZN

2
= - ( ~ N , R + s ~ N ,+s& N , T )

3

,277

g=exp~-

3 '

(4)

The t,ransformer is assumed ideal, i.e., stray inductance Lo,magnetizing current. i, (with the exception of section 4.2), winding resistances and winding
capacit,ances are neglected. This means that the real transformer is replaced
by an ideal transformer with a transformation ratio being equal to the turns
ratio
(cf. Fig.4). Furthermore, parasitic capacitances of the valves are
ncglerbed and/or, in general, idealized valves are assumed (no forward voltage drop, negligible switching times, especially no reverse recovery current for

Fig.5: Conduction states of the PWM rectifier system for the possible
switching states j according to Tab.1 (valid for ~ N , R> 0, i N , S , i N , T < 0) For
the sake of clearness the on-states are shown for the circuit according Fig 2(d)
for which the connections of the phase switching elements S R , Ss and ST with
the primary winding N I of the transformer are realized separately for each
phase. For j = ( l l O ) & l l there results a positive current ir.1 = - ~ N , T due to
l I " . R / > I ~ N . s / and, therefore, a positive sign, s i g n { w , l ) =
of the primary
voltage U T 1 . Therefore, as mentioned at, the beginning of this paper, also the
orders of magnitude (besides the signs) of the phase rnrrvnt,s t.akr ~nflrirnce
on thc voltage generation.

+,
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Tab.1: Switching
states, related voltage space vectors
t
~ and
~
, signs
~
sign{uT,l} of the
transformer primary voltage UT,^ for
+:).
VNE(-:,

-uu,looolp,
!U.lOOllp,

uu.rolol::

Besides the possible switching states we also have given in Tab.1 the respect,ive voltage space vectors
and the resulting signs sign{uT,l} of the transformer primary voltage UT,^. E.g., for S R = 1, ss = 0, ST = 0, s+ = 0, s- = 1,
ZN,R
flows in positive direcion in NI. The current loop is closed via Sand diodes D F - , s and DF-,T as phase currents i N , s and ~ N , T . Due to
iT.1 = iN,R > o there resu,ts a current iT,Z = %iN,,q a t the transformer
out,put via D ~ z +and D z l - and the output voltage W O . Therefore, on the
primary a voltage UT,^ = +%WO (sign{uT,1} = +) results and/or the rectifier input phase voltages ielated t o a ficticious center tap of the winding
NI has the values U U , R = +;$U,,
U U , S = - i b U o and UU,T = - i b U o .
2 Nz
2 N2
Therefore, according to Eq.:4) a space vector u u , ( l o o )=
~,
is formed
al. t , h P inpnt of tlhe rectifiei system. Fig.6 shows the complete set of the
voltage space vectors result ng for the different switching states j which Iir
symmetrical around the ang:le interval V N E (-:,
of the current space
verbor & being associated with i N , R > 0, i N , s < 0, i N , T < 0.

I -uu,lllll~o
I

Fig.6: Space vect.ors %,,, of the input, volt.age assorialed wirh t,he swit,ching
states j of the PPC'bI rectifier system according t,o Tab. I (hased on i N , R > 0.
iN,S,iN,T < 0 and/or p~ E (-;,+:))

+a)

For s+ = s- = 1 ( ( S R S S S T ) = (000) or (001) or (010)) and s~ = SS =
= 1 (s+s- = 00) for 9 p r E
there follows U,,,, = 0; therefore,
these switching states do represent non-active or free-wheeling states of the
converter. Besides the switching state combination s+s- = 00 shown in
Tah.1 one can basically also set s+s- = 01, 10 or 11 for SR = ss = ST = 1
because for the current flow 3n the mains side always a closed path via S R ,Ss
and ST exists. The specific choice of s+s- does not have any influence on
the voltage generation a t the input side of the rectifier system. However,
t.he change of the magnetizing state of the transformer is influenced by s+sa5
. will be explained in more detail in section 4.2. In this respect also the
redundancy of the switching states j = (lOO)&,, and (Oll)Go) concerning
is of special importance.
voltage generation
ST

4

4.1

(-a,+:)

.lt,=O(100):1

-- (11o)tl - (111)?1 - ( o l ~ ) ~ O ~ t p = ~ T p
(011), - (111)yi - (11o):l

- (100);111,,=T p . . . .

(8)

( t u denotes a local time being counted within a pulse period T p ) . The relative

on-time 4 of the switching states j can be calculated considering Fig.6 and
considering the relation
EU,(l) = 6(llO)& U U , ( l l O ) &

+ (~(IOO)& + ~ ( o l l ) ; o ~ % ~ , f l " o ~ ~(9)
,

which is obtained by integration of the different space vect.ors gU,, t.0 t.he
average voltage generation g a , ( l ) within a pulse half period; with simple
geometrical considerations one receives

Mains Current Control and Transformer
Volt Second 13alancing
Mains Current Control

For a sinusoidal shape of the mains current one has to form a fundamental
(tlpsignared by an index (1)) ~ , ( 1 of) the rectifier input voltage by a current
control in such a way that in connection with the mains voltage a current
space vector iN(cf. Eq.(3)) lying in phase with U, results,
%l,(l)=%N-jwNLiN

,

(5)

5)of the syst,em

designates the modulation depth M E (0,

The fnndamental voltage drop j w , v L i N resulting across the mains side series
inductances L can he neglected in a first approximation for high switching
frequencies f p >> f~ (and/or small inductances L ) , Therefore, for the further
considerations
~ u , ( I=) ~ I , ( I ) ~ X P ~ xV UN
U

= UN expjvphi

By theswitchingstates

Nz
NI

-&ON

.

I)rnidentical space vectors %,,,lonl;,

=

voltages with inverse signs as denoted by the indexes. This redundancy existing concerning voltage formation can (as shown in the following) he used
for obtaining a purely alternating transformer magnetizat.ion with swibching
frequency.

(6)

is assumed. Therefore, full system controllability is linked to a minimum
output voltage value

U0 >

and (01

$,(,,ll)i, are formed (cf. Fig.6). However, t,here result. t.ransformer primary

(7)

4.2

As shown in Fig.6, we have, for the generation of u , ( ~ ) (in the average over
a pulse half period) for eas:h sign combination of the phase currents space
vectors &,> lying symmetr cally around the center axis of the possible positions of the curent space vwtor & (and/or of u , ( ~ ) or UN, cf. Eqs.(3) and
(6)). For a minimum ripple of the phase currents only space vectors U,,
lying in immediate neighbcurhood of
;7j g N are incorporated into the
switching state sequence of a pulse period. With regard to a switching loss
minimization they are arraiged in such a manner that the transition to the
respective following switching state requires the switching of only one phase
(and, possibly, of one of ttle switches S+ or S - ) . Now, for the position of
shown in in Fig.6 thtre results the switching state sequence

Transformer Volt Second Balancing

In order to avoid the occurrence of low-frequency components of t h e t,ransformer primary voltage one has to basically generate an equilibrium of tht,
positive and negative volt seconds resulting within each pulse half perlod
across the transformer primary (and/or secondary). Related to the switching
state sequence Eq.(8) as considered here, thls leads to the relation
6(100)$, +6(110)&

= %ll);o

(12)

Thereby, in connection with Eq.(lO), one receives for the relative on-time of
the redundant switching states
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It is important to point out that -so far - always the switching state (ill):,
and not the switching state (111)& given in Tab.1 has been incorporated
into the switching state sequence considered. For s+s- = 11 one has (independently of S R ,s s , ST) a short circuit of the primary leading via the diodes
Dw+,,, D,v+,~and S+ or DM -,,, D F - , ~and S - . Therefore, the secondary
remains without current. The mains current is fed partially via S R ,Ss and
S'T and partially via S+ and S - . There, the specific current distribution is
dekrmined by the forward voltage drop of the valves. The magnetizing state
i, =
UT,^ dt of the transformer is not changed (according to the neglection of The winding resistances and of the valves forward voltage drops). The
magnetizing current path is leading for i, > 0 via S- and the diodes D F - , ~
and D M -,,, for i, < 0 via S+ and D F + , ~
and D M + , ~ .

&

As opposed to this, the magnetizing current for s+s- = 00 ( S R = ss = ST =
1) is conducted only on the secondary of the transformer and, therefore, is
decreasing according to the secondary voltage. (On the primary then there
is no closed current path for i,.)
,i then has possibly a discontinous shape
because the output diodes do not allow a current sign reversal. The mains
currents have free-wheeling paths via S R ,Ss and ST.
Therefore, besides the distribution of the relative on-times of the switching
states (lOO)Jl and (O11)L0 one could also influence the transformer magnetization via appropriate choice of the free-wheeling states. For the sake of
brevity, here, this will not be treated in more detail. Only the transformer
operation with continuous magnetizing current shape is analyzed and/or only
is taken as free-wheeling state.
(I 1
Remark: A s mentioned in section 3.1, the power semiconductors are assumed ideal in this paper and also the transformer winding resistances are
neglect.ed. For a detailed analysis of the magnetization one would have bo considcr t,hese parasitic quantities, however, similar to the analysis of a pnsh-pull
cenber tapped DC-to-DC converter in [30]). The magnetizing acting voltage
is then dependent not only on the sign but (to a minor extent) also on the
actual value of the secondary current.

The control method considered so far can be realized in a simple way by a
ramp-comparison current controller (cf. [31] or Fig.14 in [32]) in connection with a direct control of the mains phase currents (cf. Fig.8). As shown
in Fig.B(b), then the switching instants of the power transistors Si are determined via the intersection of the sum of the current control error A ~ N , ,
(dynamically weighted by a current controller C ( s ) )and a pre-control signal
m,. There, one has to consider the dependency of the voltage generation U",,
(mentioned in section 3.2) on the sign of the associated phase current i ~ , by
i
inversion
if ik,i 2 0
NOTs: if i>,i < 0
of the switching decision

of the pulse width modulator for i N , i < 0; there Aiiy,i =
denotes the phase current reference value.

i k i - i N , j , ik,i

By the pre-control signals m, there
shall be obtained the distribution of the switching states which are
redundant with respect to the voltage generation (between the begin
and end of each pulse half interval) required for a symmetric transformer
magnctiznt.ion and

already for Airv,, = 0 at the system input a voltage having a fundamental t ~ ~ , equal
( ] ) to the mains voltage IIN shall be formed. Thereby, the
current controller has to provide only the relative small fundamental
voltage drop across the series inductances L . Furthermore, despite the
fact that the gain of an integral acting component of C ( s )is limited to
finite values for mains frequency variations, the control error is limited
to small values (cf. Fig.22 in [33]).
The signal shape

9N

-I J

Fig.7; Shape of the pre-control signals m, of the ramp:comparison control
within a mains period (cf. (a)) rated with respect to I D . The cont.inuous
shape &, of the pre-control signals as shown in ( b ) can be obtained based
on (a) by addition of rectangular signals according to Eq.(17).

ms =

.

ID

3

-

-

?I

- M I D sin(2
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being directly calculable based on Eqs.(lO) and (12) (the shape in t h r ot.her
intervals of the mains period follows simply by symmetry considerations) is
shown in Fig.lT(a). For the sake of brevity, a more def.ailed drsrril,t.ion of
the derivation of Eq.(16) is omitted here. We only want. to point. out. t.hat. hy
subtraction
m, - iD if m, 2 o
in, =
m, iD i f m, < o

+

of a rectangular function (defined via the sign of mi and/or of U N , ~ of
) the
of the pre-control signals can be obtained
amplitude i~ a continuous shape 6,
(cf. Fig.7(b)). Surprisingly, thereby a signal shape results which is known
from the modulation functions for space vector modulat,ion for bidirrct.ional
six-switch boost-type voltage DC link PWM recthfier syst.rms ( c f Fig 7(b)
and Fig.12 in [34] ).

4.3

Overall Structure of the System Control

The block diagram of a two-loop system control with output voltage controller
as master control and ramp-comparison current control as slave control is
shown in Fig.8.
The phase current reference values i>,i have a shape proportional to t.he
associated mains phase voltages U N , ; (resistive fundamental mains behavior).
The reference value of the amplitude i;Y of the mains phase currents is set
by the output voltage controller F ( s ) in dependency on the control error of
the output voltage U ; - U O . As described in section 4.2, the influence of the
mains phase voltages on the current control is compensated hy pre-cont,rol
signals mi which also guarantee a symmet.ric magnetization of the t,ransformer
magnetic core. Based on the switching derisions s: of the modnlat,or st,age
of the current controller the phase swit,ching funct,ions s,q,ss and .FT artgenerated according to Eq.(14) as well as the relat,ed swikhing st.at,rs S + . L
are formed by a combinat,orial logic c~rruit.according t,o Tall I . 'Thrrr. amentioned beforr, the frre-wheeling stiatr is r?presmt.ecl by ( II I):, and not
by ( 1 l l ) & Into the combinatorial logic also t h c rorrert.ioii (as d c s c r i l ~ ~ d
in section 4.4) of dynamically occurring erroneous sw~tcliingst.atcs of t.he
current controller are included.
Figure 8 shows the derivation of the phase switkhing funct.ions s, v i a intersection of the triangular carrier wave i~ wit.h the pre-control signals mi for
stationary operation and for one pulse period T p . If, e.g.. t,he current, control
error A i N , R = + A ~ NA
, i ~ ,=
s A l N , T = - $ A ~ Nocrurs (aS shown by dR.qhPd
lines), the relative on-time of the switrhing state ( 1 1
is increased a n d
the relative on-time of the switching states ( l O O ) & l l a n d (Oll);ol is redir~ t.he
ced accordingly. This leads to an increase of t,he absolute value i , of
mains current space vector by gK ( L % = g,, - gu,(ll,l:,,
g u , ~ l l=l 0),
~~,
eliminating the control error A i N .

control unit

~

-

- - --- - _ -

-

U

I

-A I

Tab.2: Correction of
controller output

applied switching state

the dynamically occur-

t

In general, the switching states corresponding to a false switching decision
of the current controller are determined by the signs of the phase currents.
The corrections to be taken for the :-wide intervals of the mains period
not treated here can simply be derived by considerations analogous to the
considerations described so far. For the sake of brevity, a more detailed
discussion shall be omitted here.

5

Fig.8: Block diagram of the two-loop control (cf. (a)) of the proposed
PWM rectifier system (shown schematically); for the sake of clearness, signal
paths being equal for all phases are combined in double lines; ( b ) : time
behavior of the triangular carrier wave i~ of the ramp-comparison current
controller, of the pre-contiol signals mi, of a superimposed current control
i +Ain,, Ai,,,s = AiN,T = - f A i n , and of the control signals
error A i ~ , f =
s i generated within a pulse period T p . The signals A i H , i are shown constant
over T p for a clear reprerentation; in reality, however, a variation in the
control errors will take place due t o the changes of the system switching
state.

4.4

Correction of Ilynamically Occurring False Switching
Decisions of the Current Controller

According to Eq.(8) within the angle interval (ON E (0, + f ) (considered in
conection with Fig.6) in tht, stationary case only switchingstates ( S R S S S T ) =
(100),(110),(111),(011)a c d in P N E (-;,O)
only (lOO),(lOl),(lll),(Oll)
are applied for voltage generation. The switching states remaining in comparison to Tab.1 result only for the dynamic case (as a more detailed analysis
of the selected curreFt control concept shows), e.g., for a high step change of
the reference value I; of the mains current amplitude.
If, e.g., based on the relaticns shown in Fig.d(b), the tip of the mains current
space vector i N shall be guided by AiN in the direction of the negative
phase axis R and/or the assolute value in, of iN shall be reduced, then the
switching state (OOO)?, and/or %(ooop.
.,. is generated by the current controller
for sufficiently large A ~ N (For
.
( ~= AiN,R
i ~< o there follows A i ~ , =
s
A~,v,T
= -4AiN.R > 0 d::e to AiN,R AiN,s A ~ ( Y , =
T 0.) Due to the
mains voltage g N there would result an increase. however, and not a decrease
of t N . which has to be avoided by recoding of (OOO)pi in (100)$1 or (011)~o
(cf Tab.2).

+

+

The further corrections of false switching decisions given in Tab.:! could be
derived in a similar manner by assuming a step change of iN in positive direction Of the phase axis
A!N = AiN,s > 0, AiN,R = A ~ N ,=
T - i A i N , s < 0,
T 0, hiN,R = h i N , S = - ZAiN < 0.
and/or the phase axis T , AiN = A ~ N , >

s,

2

1

Simulation Results

The theoretical considerations of the previous sections have been verified by
digital simulation for the following operating paramet.ers (which are t,ypical for a system application as high-power telecommunirat,ions power supply
module):
C J N , ~=
~ ~230V
fn, = s5OHz
"lib'o = 700V
L = ImH
N2
rN
= SA
L,, = 5mH
The Switching frequency has been sei, (.U f p = I G k H z undrr considrral Ion
of the duration of a simulation run. For a practical realization and for the
requirement of high power density, f p would have to be selected higher by
at least a factor of 2 (reduction of the inductances L and L , being relatively
high in the case a t hand). Thereby, however, in general a reduced efficiency
of the energy transformation results due to the higher switching losses. For
the sake of brevity C(s) has been set to 1 and/or the output volt,age has
been assumed impressed. Therefore, the dimensioning of the otit,pi~t.voltage
controller F ( s ) could be omitted. The triangular carrier wave i~ h a s hern
set to I D = 1 0 A .
Based on the parameters previously compiled, the modulation depth according to E q . ( l l ) follows as
M = 0.934 .

5

Thereby, a sufficiently large distance from the modulation limit M =
%
1.15 is guaranteed and high control dynamics is given. The simulation re&lts
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

Figure 9 shows a detail of the shape of the phase swibching functions s,.
i = R, S, T , and of the control signals s+ and s-. Furthermore, the transformer primary current Z T , ~ formed from mains phase current. s d o n s and
the resulting transformer primary voltage UT.^ arc- shown. The ~quilihriiirn
of the positive and negative volt seconds across the transformer and/or the
symmetric magnetization of the transformer magnetic core hrcomes clear via
the shape of the magnetizing current i,.
A change of the i, results only
(1
and (Oll);o; for freewheeling
for the active switching states
(1 1l)yi i, remains constant due to the then given short circuit of lhe primary
winding. The shape of the secondary current %io can be derived from ir.1
by subtraction of the magnetizing current, and rectification (cf. Fig.4(h)).

In Fig.lO(a) the shapes of the currents and voltages on the primary and
of the output current within a mains period are shown. One has to point
out especially there that the system current consumption is almost purely
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sinusoidal (in phase with the mains voltage) despite the simple current control
concept used. After filtering out the harmonics with switching frequency
this results in an approximately constant power flow to the output. T h e low
frequency harmonics existing in the spectrum of the mains phase current and
of the output current (cf. Fig.lO(b)) now have very small amplitudes
related
. .
(suppressed
to the fundamental IN and/or to the average value Io =
in Fig.lO(b)).

$w

6

Stresses on the Components

If the switching overvoltages are neglected, the blocking voltage stress on
all semiconductors on the primary is determined by the transformed output
voltage $ U o , The blocking voltage stress on the output diodes is defined
direct,ly by the output voltage Uo.

0

The current stress on the power devices can be determined with very good
accuracy by analytical calculation [34]. This shall not be treated in detail
here, however. I n the following, only the average and the rms current values
for the power transistors Si, i = R , S , T , and S+ and of the current in the
freewheeling diode Df,,, are given (S- and S+ and D p + , i and D p - , i have
identical current stresses) as they are of special interest for a first assessment
and a first comparison of the system with alternative concepts
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1
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Fig.10: Digital simulation of the time behavior of the mains phase voltages
= R , S , T , of the line-to-line rectifier input. volt.age U [ I , R S , of t,hr
rectifier input phase voltage u l , , ~related to t,he mains s t h r point, N . of t,he
~ . the
mains phase currents i N , i , of the transformer primary ci~rrent.z ~ , of
transformer primary voltage U T , ,and of the load current. io w i t h i n a mains
00
period; for a clear representation of t,he conditions, L, = 0 and L,
have been assumed. Furthermore shown ar: the rat,ed spectrum of t,he mains
current (cf. ( b ) , fundamental component, I N suppressed) and of the ollt,put
current i o (cf. ( c ) , DC value IO suppressed); I L denotes the order of the
harmonics related to the mains frequency f ~ ,

Regarding the remaining stresses on the devices (being of importance for the
dimensioning) we want to refer the reader t.0 a publication being in preparation a t present.
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For the simulation parameters selected in section 5 there follows then
I~,,avg

200

U N , ~ i,

(18)
The equations compiled here are valid for the assumption that within the
free-wheeling state ( l l l ) ~ i only
l ~ the power transistors S+ and S- conduct
current; furthermore, the magnetizing current i, has been neglected for the
calculations.

I ~ ~ , a v g

100

8.0.4
7.OA

7.1

Aspects of a Practical Realization
Overvoltage Limitation

= 13.1 A
A problem of practical realization of the proposed circuit. consists in t.he fact
that the transformer is operated not voltage-fed (as for the buck-derlved
converter systems) but current-fed. Naturally t,hereby, every change of t,he
switching state and/or of the transformer primary current is connect,ed with
the occurrence of an overvoltage. This overvoltage has t,o be limit,ed by an
overvoltage limitation circuit D,,, UCi (cf. Fig.ll), e.g., bet,ween the positive

Therefore, a current stress on the power transistors Si results which is relati~ ~12.7
~ A and the average absolute
vely low in relation to the rms value Z N , =
= 11.5 A of the mains current. For the valves S+ and S- which
value
are realized advantageously as IGBT bridge half leg the current stress can be
set, equal to the mains current characteristic values in a first approximation

30

Fig.11: Circuit measures for limiting the switching over-
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D N - to the peak value of the line-to-line voltage. Then, in a second step
the output capacitor (for turned-off load circuit) is charged by the DC-toDC converter which for regular operation discharges the limitation capacitor.
Then, the output voltage being required for current control is available; the
voltage and current control can he enabled and the load can be connected.

and negative DC link volta,ge bus. Only by this exceeding of the maximum
allowable blocking voltage st ress on the power semiconductors can be avoided.
As a more detailed analysis by digital simulation shows, the power fed into
U,l amounts to about 2 . . . 4 % of the output power Po for low-stray winding
= 0.005.. .0.01). Thereby, a pronounced dependency on the level
design
of the limiting voltage U,[ > &N
'
exists (the numbers mentioned so far
are valid for the operating parameters given in section 5 and for a limiting
vokage Vel = 9OOV which allows a realization of the power transistors by
IGBTs with a blocking voltage capability of VCES = l200V). In order to
obtain high efficiency of ttte energy conversion, in practice U,] is realized
by a storage capacitor C,l and a (low-power) DC-to-DC converter lying in
parallel. The latter transfers the power pulses fed into the limitation circuit
continuously and with low loss to the secondary (cf. p. 152 in [35]).

&

8

Conclusions

In this paper a novel topology of a single-stage t.hree-phase A(.'-t,o-rX' converter with sinusoidal input current, shape and high-frequency isolat,ioii of rhe
controlled output voltage has been proposed.
The system has (especially as compared to buck-derived t,opologies [37]) the
following advantages and disadvantages. (The general advant,ages of singlestage as compared to two-stage converter systems already mentioned in section 1 are not discussed in detail here again.)

An essential reduction of the limitation power can be obtained by a switch
Sa (and decoupling diodes 13,) on the secondary. This has been proposed in
[17] in connection with a single-switch three-phase flyback converter topology
and also has been analyzed in [36]. By Sa the secondary is shortened during
changes of the primary current as forced by switching state charges of the
system. Thereby, the full limitation voltage is available for obtaining of a
new stationary current value which is delayed by the stray inductance and
not only the difference of the limitation voltage and the voltage coupled into
the transformer primary. The time interval for the current commutation
is substantially shortened thereby and/or the power fed into the limitation
circuit is substantially redwed.

Advantages:
simple structure of the power and control circuits (the control described
can be realized in purely analog fashion)
continuous sinusoidal input current shape (reduction of the filt.ering
effort required on the mains side and/or lower electromagnetic influence
on other systems)

A further alternative is given by the transfer to a soft-switching system operation. Thereby, the stray inductance L , can be incorporated into the system

according to the constant power flow a t the input for sinusoidal current
shape there are no low-frequency harmonics of the output current (low
psophometric noise)

function. For this, in analogy to Fig. 4.16 in [35] one has to provide a
capacitor C, across the output terminals of the transformer. Furthermore,
then the switching state sec'uence according to Eq.(8) has to be extended t o
(loo),: - (IlO)& - (1 ll)i0.- (ooo):,
- (01 I), - (1 1I)& - (OOO), - (loo)&.
(Then, the magnetizing voltage is defined by C, and, therefore, maintained
also for blocking output d:odes.) For the sake of brevity, further details
are omitted here. The soft-,;witching operation shall he described in greater
detail in a future paper.

7.2

voltages occurring due t,o the thnsformer stray inductance. Due to the overvoltage limitation circuit, D,,, Ccl,
R,I the overvoltages (resulting for a step change of i ~ , l
of all valves on the primary are limited t.0 [/cl. R,I h a s to
he replaced by a low-power isolat,ed DC-t.o-DC converter delivering the limitation power to Ihe out,put. (1, if a
high efficiency is required. A reduction of the limitation
power can can be obtained by an auxiliary switch S.
on the secondary. A basically lossless system operation
is possible if one changes from hard- to soft-swit,ching
operation by connecting a capacitor Cr in parallel to
the secondary; in this case, the switching state sequence
of each pulse period has to be extended as compared to
hard switching.

impressed transformer primary current and/or dynamic limit.at,ion of
the input current (e.g., for saturation of the magnet.ic circiiit. of t.he
transformer due to control unsymmetries); furthermore, t,hereby current spikes on the primary resulthg from reverse recovery currents of
the output diodes for buck derived converter systems are avoided; also, a conduction overlap of the power transistors, i.e., switching state
s- = s+ = 1 and/or S R = 5.7 = BT = 1 becomes admissihle and does
not lead to a short circuit of the line-to-line voltage

System S t a r t - u p and Overload Protection

the maximum volt seconds resultring across the 1,ransformer art- Iiinit,d
and are defined by the pulse period and t.he out,pirt.volt.age (and not, hy
the mains voltage as for buck-derived converter syskms) Therefore,
also for heavily varying mains voltage a good transformer utilization
can be obtained (for approximately constant output voltage)

As mentioned in [lo], the start-up and the overload protection (short circuit
of the output voltage) repiesent critical operating conditions for a singlestage boost-derived converter system. In both cases, the voltage coupled into
the transformer primary (nhich guides the mains current) is missing . The
current being driven by the mains voltage cannot be limited, therefore, independently of the converter :switching state, i.e., also for the active switching
being voltastates (100)01, (011)10,(11C)ol and (101)ol (in 9~ E (-;,+%))
ge forming during regular operation. In case of a short circuit of the output
voltage ([io = 0) one has ts> block, therefore, immediately all power transistors ( s i , s+,s0). The energy stored in the mains side inductances is
this has to be taken into consideration
then fed into the limitation (circuit Clcl:
for dimensioning the storag: capacitor C,I. Then, finally, the phase currents
z,yt become 0. Therefore, a limitation circuit is required also in such cases
when no overvoltages result for regular operation (i.e., e.g., for soft-switching
operation).

the blocking voltage of the output diodes is defined by t.he output. voltage (with low inductance) and is independent of the mains volthgr. This
is of special advantage for wide input voltage range and ronst,ant, out,put voltage and/or, in general, for high output, voltages. (For buck-type
converters the blocking voltage stress on the output. diodes is defined
by the mains voltage.) Due t,o the stray inductance and due t.0 the
output inductance one has no voltage level for a direct limitation of the
blocking voltage; this is in analogy to the limitation of the voltages on
the primary for boost-derived converter systems (cf. section 7)

-

good cross-regulation for more than one output, voltage under the assumption of close coupling of the secondary currents (cf. p.1 in [37])
because no filter inductances are in series with the different output,

The system start-up can be realized such that C,I is charged (with blocking
power transistors s i = 0 and s+ = s- = 0) via diodes D N + ,DF+,DF- and
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)

voltages. (A similar system behavior can be obtained for buck-type
converters only for magnetic coupling of the output inductances. This
involves a relatively high realization effort, however.)
Disadvantages:
discontinuous output current shape and/or relatively high current stress
on the output capacitors and on the output diodes
right-half plane zero of the transfer function between modulation depth
of the converter (according t o the duty ratio for DC-to-DC converters)
and the average output current
e

limitation of the transformer primary voltage and/or the blocking voltage across the power semiconductors on the primary is required because,
otherwise, the transformer stray inductance would lead to high overvoltages for a change of the converter switching state and/or a step change
of the transformer primary current
unfavorable transformer dimensioning for a wide variation range of the
has
input and output voltages because the transformation ratio
to be selected such that for minimum output voltage still a primary
voltage can be generated which balances the maximum input voltage
in general, no direct start-up and no direct current limitation for an
output voltage short circuit is possible; more complex start-up than
for buck-derived converter systems; the basic reason is that the system
function is dependent on a minimum value of the output voltage (which
in turn is dependent on the input voltage).

As becomes clear by the list given, the converter system proposed has a
number of advantages which motivate a closer investigation going beyond
thr basic considerations of this paper. Here, especially the soft-switching
operation and the possibility of operating the system with low pulse rate
(as proposed in [38] and [39] for the conventional VIENNA Rectifier) shall
be investigated. Furthermore, the establishment of guidelines for converter
dimensioning and an experimental analysis based on a laboratory model are
planned.
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